This was a great experience for learning and challenging skills with a “life-like” session. Enjoy having feedback from peers and being able to pause and get advice.

An awesome experience for all students! Helped me feel prepared.

This was amazing! Very fun and helpful. This is exactly what I need to prepare for real classrooms.

This was a lot different than I thought it would be. It would be really helpful for new and coming up teachers.

Mursion has prepared for the classroom by allowing me to experience real-life situations! Using Mursion gives you the same feeling that you get in a real classroom.

This was really weird but I liked it. I did not realize how realistic it was.

It was really weird but I liked it. I did not realize how realistic it was.

This was a lot of fun! I was very nervous but it went smoothly!

Loved it! Hated it!
- was not expecting it to be such a real reaction
- was not expecting it to be such a real reaction

Loved it!

George was tough but it was a GREAT experience.

Interesting. Therapy Client was tough.

Loved it / Hated it! - Great skill building tool
- Feedback from peers

Tough
- Great skill building tool
- Feedback from peers

Challenging
- Difficult
- Learning Experience

Mursion has prepared for the classroom by allowing me to experience real-life situations! Using Mursion gives you the same feeling that you get in a real classroom.

I felt like the simulation was beneficial like to do this more often because it will prepare me for real experiences.

I thought the setup was nice and gave me a chance to see real life scenarios unlike in practicum.

Very helpful experience to practice what students may say

This was an unforgettable experience

An awesome experience for all students! Helped me feel prepared.